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WELCOME TO SWITZERLAND
ITINERARY

Destinations

No. Of Nights

Zurich

3

Lucerne

2

Interlaken

3

Montreux

2

Geneva

3

Tour Duration

13 Nights

This combination truly covers everything that you want to see on a first time visit to switzerland. Combine
three of the most attractive regions in one exciting holiday. You will be fascinated by the Various cultures in
the German, French and italian speaking part of Switzerland. You will see the best of swiss summer: the
most beautiful cities and their attractions and the scenic lakes and mountains.
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
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Zurich - Lucerne - Interlaken- Montreux- Geneva
Day 1 - Arrival at Zurich Airport. (Your driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your
luggage into the vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
After check-In & Overnight at the hotel of your choice, you can start discovering the City at your own pace..
Here are some ideas: Walking in the Old Town, Lake Zürich and Bürkliplatz - Kunsthaus Zürich (Museum
of Fine Arts), Limmatquai and the Rathaus (Town Hall).
Stay Overnight in Zurich (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 2 - Zurich
After Breakfast, go for Zurich in a Nutshell: Guided Sightseeing Walk.
In this tour you’ll explore the city's most iconic landmarks including
- Lindenhof (Free Admission)
- The Fraumünster Church (10 CHF per person/ Audio guide/ Not included in the price)
- Grossmünster (20 CHF per person/ Audio guide/ Not included in the price)
The tour takes you right into the center of the old medieval town to see the historical buildings, and hear
stories about their infamous historical inhabitants. Pass by the monument of the 16th-century reformer
Huldrych Zwingli. At last, you'll pass the Belle Epoque district, where you will hear the story of a tragic
19th-century hero and the rise of Zurich to the economic metropolis that it still is today. And will end the
tour at Bellevue Square.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔2-hour guided walking tour with Swiss historian.
What’s Not Included
✖ Entrance fees
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities
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Day 3 - Zurich
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas:ShopVill, Einkaufszentrum Letzipark shopping mall, Europaallee Outlet.
Or you can choose one of our optional tours.

Day 4 - Zurich ⇨ Lucerne
After breakfast Transfer to Lucerne. (Around 50 min/ 53 km)
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Lucerne Old Town, Kapellbrücke (Chapel Bridge), Lake Lucerne, Löwendenkmal
(Lion Monument).
Stay Overnight in Lucerne (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
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Day 5 - Lucerne
After Breakfast go for Titlis glacier world day tour with private guide - from Lucerne
Discover Switzerland’s mighty Mt Titlis in style on this private 6-hour tour from Lucerne. Take a sightseeing
tour of Engelberg After enjoying the 1-hour train ride from Lucerne to Engelberg with a private guide and
admire panoramic views over Switzerland’s beautiful countryside. Then hop aboard a series of gondolas for
the amazing journey to the summit of Mt Titlis. Feel free to hit the highlights of most interest. The
suspension bridge, the ice caves, And the tubing on the glacier, And just enjoy the charmed views.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
➔ Transportation is wheelchair accessible
➔ Surfaces are wheelchair accessible
Tour includes:
✔Pickup and drop-off for centrally located hotels in Lucerne
✔Local and professional guide for your party only
✔All taxes, fees and handling charges
✔All transportation fees for train and gondola
What’s Not Included
✖ personal expenses during the tour
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities
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Day 6 - Lucerne ⇨ Interlaken
After breakfast Transfer to Interlaken. (Around 01 hour/ 68 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, you can start discovering the City at your own pace..
Here are some ideas: Harder Kulm, Höhematte Park, Touristik-Museum, Lake Brienz.
Stay Overnight in Interlaken (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 7 - Interlaken
After Breakfast go for Jungfraujoch day tour with private tour guide from Interlaken
Explore the greatness of the Swiss Alps on this private 8-hour guided tour to Jungfraujoch from Interlaken.
Discover the Swiss Alps with a private guide and feel free to customize your tour to hit the most sights you
want to see. Hit to the famous Lauberhorn downhill ski race each winter, After traveling through
Lauterbrunnen to the pretty Alpine village of Wengen . Take the Jungfrau Railway through the Swiss Alps
to Jungfraujoch and enjoy the gorgeous views over the soaring peaks. Then maybe visit the ice cave or the
Lindt chocolate shop.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
➔ Transportation is wheelchair accessible
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➔ Surfaces are wheelchair accessible
Tour includes:
✔Pickup and drop-off for centrally located hotels in Lucerne
✔Local and professional guide for your party only
✔All taxes, fees and handling charges
✔All transportation fees
✔Seat reservation at Jungfrau railway for your comfort
What’s Not Included
✖ personal expenses during the tour
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities

Day 8 - Interlaken
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Lagerverkauf Outlet, Oberland Shopping Mall, Swiss Splendid Outlet.
Or you can choose one of our optional tours.

Day 9 - Interlaken ⇨ Montreux
After breakfast Transfer to Montreux. (Around 1h 50 min/ 147 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
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Here are some ideas: Chillon Castle, GoldenPass Line, Gorges du Chauderon, Lake geneva.
Stay Overnight in Montreux (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 10 - Montreux
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Forum Montreux - Marché Montreux, Outlet Shop in Aubonne
, Outlet Shop in Villeneuve.

Day 11 - Montreux ⇨ Geneva
After breakfast Transfer to Geneva. (Around 1h 20 min/ 95 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: The old town, Lake Geneva, Jet d'Eau (Water Jet), Temple de Saint-Pierre, Art and
History Museum.
Stay Overnight in Geneva (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
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Day 12 - Geneva
After Breakfast go for Chamonix Mont-Blanc Private trip
Your private full day tour from Geneva begins with your driver picking you up from your Geneva hotel by
luxury, air-conditioned minivan. you’ll travel to the top of the mythic Mount Blanc summit by high-altitude
cable-car and lift. Enjoy marvelous panoramic views from three different viewpoints, in addition to the
infamous “Step into the Void” clear-bottomed terrace. Also hikes can be arranged in advance. After the
summit, spend free time in Chamonix’s picturesque city center at your own pace. Your tour ends with
drop-off at your hotel after enjoying this stunning day in Chamonix Mont-Blanc.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
➔ Transportation is wheelchair accessible
Tour includes:
✔Pickup and drop-off for centrally located hotels in Geneva
✔Driver/Guide
✔All taxes, fees and handling charges
✔All transportation fees
✔Transport by air-conditioned Luxury minivan
✔Fuel surcharge
✔Local taxes
✔Private tour
What’s Not Included
✖ Personal expenses during the tour
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities
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Day 13- Geneva
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Manor Geneve, Balexert, Metro cornavin & OUTLET AUBONNE.

Day 14 - Final departure
Hotel Check-Out & Transfer by our driver who will meet you and transfer you to Geneva Airport.
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Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.

Zurich Optional Tours
➢ From Zurich: Private Trip to Liechtenstein and Heidiland

➢ From Zurich: Full-Day Discover Basel & Colmar Private Tour
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➢ Private Tour from Zurich to Titisee-Neustadt and Rhine Falls

➢ Zermatt & Matterhorn area - small group tour - starts from Zurich

11

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Lucerne Optional Tours
➢ Silver Round-Trip from Lucerne: Mt. Pilatus Self-Guided Tour

➢ From Lucerne: Bürgenstock Panorama Photo Tour
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➢ Lucerne and Engelberg: Paragliding Tandem Flight

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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Interlaken Optional Tours
➢ Interlaken: 75–Minute Scenic Thrilling Jet Boat Ride

➢ Schilthorn-007-James Bond world - with private tour guide - starts in Interlaken
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➢ Interlaken Private Tour: Blue Lake & Öschinen Lake

➢ Private Lake Thun and Lake Brienz Express Tour from Interlaken

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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Geneva Optional Tours
➢ Private trip from Geneva to Annecy in France

➢ Private Swiss Cheese & Chocolate Tasting Trip in Gruyeres

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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ADVENTURES IN GERMANY & SWITZERLAND
ITINERARY

Destinations

No. Of Nights

Munich

3

konstanz

2

Zurich

2

lucerne

2

Tour Duration

9 Nights

Munich is a fun-loving city, known for its seasonal festivals and rich cultural calendar, so along with
visiting the beautiful churches and outstanding museums and palaces, you should spend some time
enjoying life with the locals at a festival, a colorful market, or over a slice of one of Munich's famous
cakes in a konditorei.Konstanz is a city on Lake Constance (Bodensee), in southern Germany. Its
preserved medieval known for its mix of decorative styles and a Gothic spire.Zurich and lucerne are
the most beautiful cities in Switzerland, and one of the most beautiful places to visit in all of Europe!
This striking medieval lucerne town sits on the edge of scenic Lake Lucerne and looks up at some
of the most impressive mountain peaks in the country.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Munich - Konstanz - Zurich- Lucerne.

Day 1 - Arrival at Munich Airport. (Our driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your
luggage into the vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
After check-In & Overnight at the hotel of your choice, you can start discovering the City at your own
pace..
Here are some ideas: the Olympic Stadium with its amazing “hanging roof” than
continue along the imposing Ludwigstrasse past the university and Victory Arch into the
heart of the city. At the Marienplatz, crowds gather outside the soaring neo-gothic Town
Hall to watch the colorful Glockenspiel.
Stay Overnight in Munich (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 2 - Munich
After Breakfast go for Munich: Private and personalized experience: see Munich with a local
guide.
Feel free to choose the most interesting sights to you. And experience the most interesting historic
sights including,
- The open square that is Marienplatz (Admission free)
- The Englischer Garten (Admission free)
- Olympic tower (10 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price).
After meeting your guide at your accommodation you'll begin your city tour. This Experience in
Munich gives you the freedom to create a personalized experience according to your schedule.
Whether you have 2 hours, half a day or a full 8 hours you will enjoy your tour with a local host and
guide.Based on your choices we will create your customized private tour, And we can recommend
an itinerary to help you discover the unique city.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔2, 4, 6 or 8 hours with your host - Pick your preferred duration when booking!
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience (if required, a Private vehicle can be
arranged with extra fees ).
✔Hotel meet-up (available on request for central location).
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What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.
✖ Gratuities.

Day 3 - Munich
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Ingolstadt Village, Viktualienmarkt, Kunsthalle Munich, Galeria
Kaufhof,Oberpollinger, Riem Arcaden and Olympia Einkaufszentrum.
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Day 4 - Munich ⇨ Konstanz
After breakfast Transfer to Konstanz. (Around 3h / 285 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Konstanz Minster and the Old Town,Mainau (Flower Island), Zeppelin Flights
and Museum, Konstanz Harbor.
Stay Overnight in Lucerne (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 5 - Konstanz
After Breakfast go for the Historical Walking Tour in Konstanz.
See the best the city has to offer including The Marina, the Triumph of Satire fountain, and more, in
the company of your own private tour guide during this comprehensive walking tour. Plus, listen to
your local guide recount stories you wouldn’t hear if exploring independently.
➢

If you’re short on time in Konstanz, this is a great way to see the best of the city.
Visit key destinations like the Constance Church and The Imperia Statue, among others
Take advantage of personalized attention from your private tour guide.
Learn more than you could if visiting Konstanz alone.
Possible for Wheelchair.

Tour includes:
✔ Private guided tour.
What’s Not Included:
✖ personal expenses during the tour.
✖ Food and drinks, unless specified.
✖ Gratuities.
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Day 6 - Konstanz ⇨ Zurich
After breakfast Transfer to Zurich. (Around 1h 10 min/ 71 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour. Here are
some ideas: Walking in the Old Town, Lake Zürich and Bürkliplatz - Kunsthaus Zürich (Museum of
Fine Arts), Limmatquai and the Rathaus (Town Hall).
Stay Overnight in Zurich (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
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Day 7 - Zurich
After Breakfast, go for Zurich in a Nutshell: Guided Sightseeing Walk.
In this tour you’ll explore the city's most iconic landmarks including
- Lindenhof (Free Admission)
- The Fraumünster Church (10 CHF per person/ Audio guide/ Not included in the price)
- Grossmünster (20 CHF per person/ Audio guide/ Not included in the price)
The tour takes you right into the center of the old medieval town to see the historical buildings, and
hear stories about their infamous historical inhabitants. Pass by the monument of the 16th-century
reformer Huldrych Zwingli. At last, you'll pass the Belle Epoque district, where you will hear the story
of a tragic 19th-century hero and the rise of Zurich to the economic metropolis that it still is today.
And will end the tour at Bellevue Square.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔2-hour guided walking tour with Swiss historian.
What’s Not Included
✖ Entrance fees
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities
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Day 8 - Zurich ⇨ Lucerne
After breakfast Transfer to Lucerne. (Around 50 min/ 53 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Lucerne Old Town, Kapellbrücke (Chapel Bridge), Lake Lucerne,
Löwendenkmal (Lion Monument).
Stay Overnight in Lucerne (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 9 - Lucerne
After Breakfast go for Titlis glacier world day tour with private guide - from Lucerne
Discover Switzerland’s mighty Mt Titlis in style on this private 6-hour tour from Lucerne. Take a
sightseeing tour of Engelberg After enjoying the 1-hour train ride from Lucerne to Engelberg with a
private guide and admire panoramic views over Switzerland’s beautiful countryside. Then hop
aboard a series of gondolas for the amazing journey to the summit of Mt Titlis. Feel free to hit the
highlights of most interest. The suspension bridge, the ice caves, And the tubing on the glacier, And
just enjoy the charmed views.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
➔ Transportation is wheelchair accessible
➔ Surfaces are wheelchair accessible
Tour includes:
✔Pickup and drop-off for centrally located hotels in Lucerne
✔Local and professional guide for your party only
✔All taxes, fees and handling charges
✔All transportation fees for train and gondola
What’s Not Included
✖ personal expenses during the tour
✖ Food or drink
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Day 10 - Final departure Lucerne ⇨ Zurich
Hotel Check-Out & Transfer by our driver who will meet you and transfer you to Zurich Airport.
(Around 50 min/ 53 km).

Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.
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Munich Optional Tours
➢ From Munich: Herrenchiemsee Palace and Boat Trip Day-Tour

➢ Zugspitze, Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Chocolate Tour from Munich

➢ Munich: Nyphemburg Palace Private Tour
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➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Zurich Optional Tours
➢ From Zurich: Private Trip to Liechtenstein and Heidiland

➢ From Zurich: Full-Day Discover Basel & Colmar Private Tour
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➢ Private Tour from Zurich to Titisee-Neustadt and Rhine Falls

➢ Zermatt & Matterhorn area - small group tour - starts from Zurich

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Lucerne Optional Tours
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➢ Silver Round-Trip from Lucerne: Mt. Pilatus Self-Guided Tour

➢ From Lucerne: Bürgenstock Panorama Photo Tour

➢ Lucerne and Engelberg: Paragliding Tandem Flight

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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ROMANTIC JEWELS GERMANY & AUSTRIA
ITINERARY

The regions of Bavaria, Tirol and Salzburg, admidst the peak of the Alps, have innumerable
opportunities to offer:
Experience Munich, the buzzing Bavarian capital, which is wellknown for its charm, outstanding
museums, world famous theaters and orchestras, magnificent churches and palaces, lovely
parks and gardens and of course for its great shopping opportunities.
In contrast move further south and enjoy the serenity of the Bavarian country-side and the
beautiful castles along the way to the Austrian border. Climb Germany‘s highest peak, the
Zugspitze and take in the amazing view.
When crossing the Austrian border find yourself in Austria‘s leading holiday region south of
Bavaria. Tirol provides an insight to Central European life with a unique blend of nature and
culture. Proud peaks and picturesque valleys, rugged rocks and green pastures, sparkling
mountain lakes and gorgeous glaciers have captivated people from all over the world since time
immemorial. The nearby city of Salzburg, birthplace of the great composer W.A.Mozart and
location of the movie “The Sound of Music” offers culture and music in lovely surroundings.
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Destinations
Munich
Garmisch-Partenkirchen
Hohenschwangau
Innsbruck
Brechtesgaden Salt Mines
Salzburg
Chiemsee
Munich
Tour Duration

No. Of Nights
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8 Nights

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Munich - Garmisch-Partenkirchen - Neuschwanstein - Swarovski Crystal World Innsbruck - Brechtesgaden Salt Mines - Salzburg - Chiemsee - Munich

Day 1 - Arrive in Munich
Welcome to MUNICH, the capital of Bavaria.
Arrival in Munich and transfer to your hotel. After Check-In, you can start discovering the City at
your own pace.
Here are some ideas: the Olympic Stadium with its amazing “hanging roof” than continue along
the imposing Ludwigstrasse past the university and Victory Arch into the heart of the city. At the
Marienplatz, crowds gather outside the soaring neo-gothic Town Hall to watch the colorful
Glockenspiel.
Stay Overnight in Munich (01, 02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.
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Day 2 - Munich - Garmisch-Partenkirchen - Zugspitze
After Breakfast, Transfer to Garmisch-Partenkirchen (1.15 hrs). Discover the small town by your
own made City tour & make an Excursion to Zugspitze mountain. You can board a cogwheel
train, which takes you to the base of the mighty Zugspitze. At this point the train enters the
mountain and tunnels its way up to Zugspitzeplattform station at an altitude of 2,600 metres.
Enjoy some free time at Zugspitzplatt to view the stunning alpine panorama around you.
Later you can catch the cable car to the summit of the Zugspitze Mountain, Germany’s highest
peak. At an altitude of nearly 3,000 metres the views are quite stupendous. Take in the
unmatched 360° panorama with a view of more than 400 peaks in Austria, Italy, Switzerland and
Germany (Tickets not included in the package. Cost of €28 per person. However there are a lot
of different types of ticket according to your needs. There are discounts for family tickets. Ask at
the ticket shop for the most convenient ticket type for you and your family).
Stay overnight in Garmisch-Partenkirchen (01, 02 or 03 nights according to clients wish)
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.

Day 3 - Hohenschwangau - Neuschwanstein Castle
After Breakfast transfer to Hohenschwangau (1 hrs). Possibility to visit Neuschwanstein Castle
(entrance not included). We drive you through the heart of Bavaria to Neuschwanstein,
Germany’s most famous and fairytale castle. Located on a rugged hill above the village of
Hohenschwangau near Füssen in southwest Bavaria, it makes for spectacular “post card”
picture opportunities. This magnificent castle is probably the best known of King Ludwig’s many
monumental achievements.
Stay overnight in Hohenschwangau or Füssen.
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.
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Day 4 - Hohenschwangau - (Swarovski Crystal World) - Innsbruck
After breakfast, transfer to Wattens ( 2 hrs), Visit Swarovski Crystal Worlds. we drive to Wattens
where we will explore the home of Swarovski Crystal Worlds. The museum was built in 1995 in
celebration of the 100th anniversary of the Austria based crystal company Swarovski (entrance
not included, ticket costs €20/person ). Then we continue to Innsbruck (20 minutes) - Discover
the historical city of innsbruck at your own rhythm. Here you could set off to discover the old
town of Innsbruck, including all of the major sights such as the famous Golden Roof or the
Bergisel Stadium. Innsbruck’s beautiful old town centre has historic buildings dating back more
than 800 years. The city, besides being known for hosting the 1964 and 1976 Winter Olympics,
is extremely scenic, situated in the Inn Valley between two dramatic mountain chains.
Stay Overnight in Innsbruck (01, 02 or 03 nights according to clients wish)
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.

Day 5 - Innsbruck - Berchtesgaden - (Optional: Koenigssee)
Today, we cross back over into Germany to Berchtesgaden (2.15 hrs). Framed by six
formidable mountain ranges, the Berchtesgadener Land is a drop-dead-gorgeous corner of
Bavaria steeped in myths and legends. These most definitely included Watzmann, Germany’s
second-highest mountain, and the pristine Koenigssee, perhaps Germany’s most photogenic
body of water. Arrived in Berchtesgaden, we will start with a visit of the Salt Mine
Berchtesgaden! you are provided with protective clothing that makes us look like an authentic
miner. (entrance and tour not included, cost €30/person) Then, you travel on a former miner's
train into the heart of the mountain. Once inside this remarkable underground world, our local
guide will amaze us with tales of the ancient salt mining history, its uses and the transportation
methods. Further into the cave, we will enjoy a ride down original miner slides – great fun for all
ages.
The Optional highlight awaits, as you can enjoy a boat ride (not included, boat ticket costs
€20/person) of the famous deep green waters of the Koenigssee, an alpine lake with forest and
near-vertical cliffs on its banks. The boat, crosses the lake and glides to a small peninsula
Stay Overnight in Brechtesgaden ** Possible for Wheelchair
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➢ Day 6 - Berchtesgaden - Salzburg
After Breakfast, Transfer to Salzburg (40 minutes), A UNESCO World Heritage Site and
surrounded by scenic Alpine mountains, Salzburg has some renowned baroque
architecture and one of the best-preserved city centers. Standing beside the fast-flowing
Salzach River, your gaze is raised inch by inch to the Altstadt’s mosaic of graceful
domes and spires, the formidable cliff-top fortress and the mountains beyond. Don’t
forget to discover the Getreidegasse for Shopping and find haus number 9 where Mozart
was born.
Stay Overnight in Salzburg (01, 02 or 03 Nights possible)
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.
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Day 7 - Salzburg - Lake Chiemsee
Transfer to Prien at Lake Chiemsee (1 hrs). We recommend making a Cruise on lake Chiemsee
and visit the Herrenchiemsee Castle (not included. Boat ticket costs €12/person) where King
Ludwig II built his palace of Herrenchiemsee in the style of Versailles.
Stay overnight in Prien at Lake Chiemsee
** Possible for Wheelchair

Day 8 - Prien at Lake Chiemsee - Munich
Transfer back to Munich (1 hrs), Leisure time / Shopping
Overnight in Munich (01, 02 or 03 Nights)
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.
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Day 9 - Final departure
Check-Out & Transfer to Munich airport and “Auf Wiedersehen”
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.

Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.
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THE BEST OF GERMANY & AUSTRIA
ITINERARY

Munich is famous for its interesting mix of traditional Bavarian culture, modern living, and high
tech industries.Konstanz is a city on Lake Constance (Bodensee), in southern Germany. Its
preserved medieval district of Niederburg includes the Romanesque Konstanz Cathedral,
known for its mix of decorative styles and a Gothi spire.Garmisch-Partenkirchen is a German ski
resort in Bavaria. It's a prominent destination for skiing and ice skating as well as hiking.
Zell am See is an Austrian town on Lake Zell. Its Romanesque St. Hippolyte Church has a
distinctive tower added in the 15th century. Trails and lifts lead to the ski slopes of
Schmittenhöhe mountain. Southwest, views from Gipfelwelt 3000 panoramic platform, at the top
of the Kitzsteinhorn glacier, take in Hohe Tauern National Park and the looming Grossglockner
mountain.
Destinations
Munich
Konstanz
Garmisch
Zell am see
Salzburg
Tour Duration

No. Of Nights
3
2
2
2
3
12 Nights

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Munich - Konstanz - Garmisch - Zell am see - Salzburg.
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Day 1 - Munich
Arrival at Munich Airport. (Our driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your
luggage into the vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
Check-In & Overnight at the hotel of your choice. (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
Here are some ideas of outdoor activities to do at your own pace.: The Olympic Stadium with its
amazing “hanging roof” then continues along the imposing Ludwigstrasse past the university
and Victory Arch into the heart of the city. At the Marienplatz, crowds gather outside the soaring
neo-gothic Town Hall to watch the colorful Glockenspiel.

Day 2 - Munich
After Breakfast go for Munich: Private and personalized experience: see Munich with a
local guide.
Feel free to choose the most interesting sights to you. And experience the most interesting
historic sights including,
- The open square that is Marienplatz (Admission free)
- The Englischer Garten (Admission free)
- Olympic tower (10 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price).
After meeting your guide at your accommodation you'll begin your city tour. This Experience in
Munich gives you the freedom to create a personalized experience according to your schedule.
Whether you have 2 hours, half a day or a full 8 hours you will enjoy your tour with a local host
and guide.Based on your choices we will create your customized private tour, And we can
recommend an itinerary to help you discover the unique city.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔2, 4, 6 or 8 hours with your host - Pick your preferred duration when booking!
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience (if required, a Private vehicle can
be arranged with extra fees).
✔Hotel meet-up (available on request for central location).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.
✖ Gratuities.
Day 3 - Munich
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Ingolstadt Village, Viktualienmarkt, Kunsthalle Munich, Galeria Kaufhof,
Oberpollinger, Riem Arcaden and Olympia Einkaufszentrum.

Day 4 - Munich ⇨ Konstanz
After breakfast Transfer to Konstanz, (Approx 3 hours / 230 km).
Overnight at Konstanz hotel. Here are some outdoor activities to do at your own pace: Isle of
Mainau, Constance Harbour, Lake Constance, Old Town (Niederburg) ,Konstanz Munster &
Imperia.
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Day 5 - Konstanz
After Breakfast go for the Historical Walking Tour in Konstanz.
See the best the city has to offer including The Marina, the Triumph of Satire fountain, and
more, in the company of your own private tour guide during this comprehensive walking tour.
Plus, listen to your local guide recount stories you wouldn’t hear if exploring independently.
●
●
●
●
➢

If you’re short on time in Konstanz, this is a great way to see the best of the city.
Visit key destinations like the Constance Church and The Imperia Statue, among others
Take advantage of personalized attention from your private tour guide.
Learn more than you could if visiting Konstanz alone
Possible for Wheelchair.

Tour includes:
✔ Private guided tour.
What’s Not Included:
✖ personal expenses during the tour
✖ Food and drinks, unless specified.
✖ Gratuities.
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Day 6 - Konstanz ⇨ Garmisch
After breakfast Transfer to Garmisch, (Approx 3 h 20 min /277 km).
Overnight at Garmisch hotel. Here are some shopping outlets and outdoor activities to do at
your own pace: AlpspiX, The King's House Hike, Mountain Gondolas, Ludwigstrasse and
Historic Partenichard Strauss Villa and Festivalkirchen, Grainau and the Eibsee, Michael-Ende
Kurpark, Franziskanerkloster St. Anton & gep garmisch.

Day 7 - Garmisch
After Breakfast go for Full day Exclusive sightseeing tour ( Garmisch).
This private sightseeing 10 hours trip leaves nothing to be desired. With this unique
customizable offer you can easily visit the most beautiful destinations from
Garmisch-Partenkirchen in just one day.
Feel free to choose the most interesting sights to you. And experience the most interesting
sights including,
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Olympic Ski Jump (Admission free).
Partnach Gorge (Admission free).
The ultramodern cable car (Admission free).
Linderhof Castle (Admission free).
Schloss Neuschwanstein (Admission free).
Mittenwald (Admission free).
The Eagle's Nest (Admission free).

After meeting your guide at your accommodation you'll begin your tour. This Experience gives
you the freedom to create a personalized experience according to your schedule. you will enjoy
your tour with a local guide.Based on your choices we will create your customized private tour,
And we can recommend an itinerary to you.
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Possible for Wheelchair.
Tour includes:
✔ Hotel pickup and drop-off
✔ Private transport in a comfortable new Volkswagen Minivan and air-conditioning.
✔ Private driver guide
✔ Bottled mineral water
What’s Not Included:
✖ Entrance fees (if requested)
✖ Food and drinks, unless specified.
✖ Gratuities.

Day 8 - Garmisch ⇨ Zell am See
After breakfast Transfer to Zell Am see, (Approx 2,5 hours/ 200 km).
Overnight at Zell Am see hotel. Here are some outdoor activities to do at your own pace:
Kitzsteinhorn, Schmittenhöhe, Lake Zell & Familienberg Maiskogel.

Day 9: Zell am See
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Charisma Am Stadtplatz, SOPURE -Salt &Soaps and Visit Kunstkramerei
Rattensberger.
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Day 10: Zell am See ⇨ Salzburg
After breakfast Transfer to Salzburg, (Approx 1h15 min / 88 km).
Overnight at Salzburg hotel.
Here are some ideas to go at your own pace:Untersberg, Wasserspiele Hellbrunn, Mirabell
Palace and Gardens, Lammerklamm, Salzach River, Salzburger Altstadt, Haus der Natur,
Salzburg Cathedral, Makartsteg.

Day 11 - Zell am See ⇨ Salzburg
After Breakfast go for Salzburg: Private Salzburg Highlight Tour
Explore Salzburg and discover the city’s most famous sights with this private guided walking
tour.
- The Mirabell Garden (Admission free)
- Mozart's residence (18.50 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- Trinity Church Salzburg (25 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
Your tour starts with picking you up from your accomodation in a private vehicle and enjoying
the most iconic sights. Walk to the Salzach River and visit the Old Town of Salzburg. Exploring
the Farmers Market, where you can buy the local cheeses, sausages. The tour comes to the
end after you Get acquainted with the city with the help of a guide and enjoy panoramic and
historic views of Salzburg.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔Pickup and drop-off for centrally located hotels in Vienna
✔Private English-speaking driver/guide
What’s Not Included
✖ Entrance fees
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities

Day 12 - Salzburg
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Designer outlet Salzburg, Mozart birthplace, Salzburger Altstadt, Fortress
Hohensalzburg Castle, Untersberg, Mirabell Palace and Gardens & Schloss Hellbrunn.

Day 13 - Salzburg ⇨ Munich
After breakfast ( Our driver will Meet you and transfer you to Munich Airport.
End of services in Salzburg.
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Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.

Munich Optional Tours
➢ From Munich: Herrenchiemsee Palace and Boat Trip Day-Tour

➢ Zugspitze, Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Chocolate Tour from Munich
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➢ Munich: Nyphemburg Palace Private Tour

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Salzburg Optional Tours
➢ Salzburg: Full-Day Private City & Lake District Tour

➢ Private Bavarian Mountain Tour
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➢ Hallstatt: Private, Customized Full-Day Tour

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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DISCOVER AUSTRIA AND GERMANY
ITINERARY

Destinations
Vienna
Zell Am see
Salzburg
Munich
Tour Duration

No. Of Nights
3
2
2
3
10 Nights

Austria is a country with scenery compare and warm hospitality welcoming all cycle through lush green
valleys filled with the exquisite colours of spring and summer flowers and crowned by snow-capped
peaks. Walk amongst spectacular mountains, Criss-crossed with sparkling streams and swim in the
shimmering beauty of the crystal-clear lakes. Play golf with a backdrop of magnificent mountain scenery
and relax in luxurious spas. Raise a glass with the hots at one of many traditional summer festivals and
sample of the wholesome delicacies enjoyed for generations.
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Vienna - Zell Am see - Salzburg- Munich
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Day 1 - Vienna
Arrival at Vienna Airport. (Our driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your luggage into the
vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
Check-In & Overnight at the hotel of your choice.
Here are some ideas to do at your own pace.: Schönbrunn Palace Kunsthistorisches, Museum Vienna
Historic Center of Vienna Tiergarten Schoenbrunn - Zoo Vienna Albertina.
Stay Overnight in Vienna (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 2 - Vienna
After Breakfast, go for Vienna: Private Half-Day Sightseeing Tour with a Local guide.
Enjoy watching the city's iconic landmarks including
- Hofburg Palace (18 EUR Admission fees with Guided tour/ Not included in the price)
- St. Stephen's Cathedral (14.50 EUR Admission fees with an audio guide/ Not included in the
price)
- Vienna State Opera (Tickets starting from 38 EUR per person/ Not included in the price)
- Schönbrunn Palace (18 EUR Imperial tour with an audio guide or printed description depending
on availability/ Not included in the price).
Enjoy your own private customized sightseeing tour in Vienna. And choose the sights that interest you
most. The tour begins with your driver picking you up from your accommodation in a private vehicle to
start your tour and exploring the city. Your driver will provide plenty of fascinating facts and interesting
stories about the city’s history, architecture, culture, and local life. You can choose the sights that you
want to explore, However your driver is not licensed to take you on a tour inside. Your tour ends with
drop-off at your hotel after understanding of Vienna’s history to enhance your visit.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔Pickup and drop-off for centrally located hotels in Vienna
✔Private English-speaking driver/guide
✔Free Wi-Fi while traveling
✔Photo stops
✔All taxes, fees, handling charges, fuel, and tolls.
What’s Not Included
✖ Entrance fees
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities

Day 3 - Vienna
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Designer Outlet Parndorf, Donau Zentrum, Ringstrassen Galleries, The
Viennastore and visit BahnhofCity Wien Hauptbahnhof Mall.
Day 4 - Vienna ⇨ Zell am See
After breakfast Transfer to Zell Am see, (Approx 4,5 hours/ 380 km).
Overnight at Zell Am see hotel. Here are some outdoor activities to do at your own pace: Kitzsteinhorn,
Schmittenhöhe, Lake Zell & Familienberg Maiskogel.
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Day 5 - Zell am See
Free day to do shopping and other activities at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Charisma Am Stadtplatz, SOPURE - Salt & Soaps and Visit Kunstkramerei
Rattensberger.
Day 6 - Zell am See ⇨ Salzburg
After breakfast Transfer to Salzburg, (Approx 1h15 min / 88 km).
Overnight at Salzburg hotel.
Here are some ideas to go at your own pace::Designer outlet Salzburg, Mozart birthplace, Salzburger
Altstadt, Fortress Hohensalzburg Castle, Untersberg, Mirabell Palace and Gardens & Schloss Hellbrunn.

Day 7 - Salzburg
After Breakfast go for Salzburg: Private Salzburg Highlight Tour
Explore Salzburg and discover the city’s most famous sights with this private guided walking tour.
- The Mirabell Garden (Admission free)
- Mozart's residence (18.50 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- Trinity Church Salzburg (25 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
Your tour starts with picking you up from your accomodation in a private vehicle and enjoying the most
iconic sights. Walk to the Salzach River and visit the Old Town of Salzburg. Exploring the Farmers
Market, where you can buy the local cheeses, sausages. The tour comes to the end after you Get
acquainted with the city with the help of a guide and enjoy panoramic and historic views of Salzburg.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔Pickup and drop-off for centrally located hotels.
✔Private English-speaking driver/guide.
What’s Not Included
✖ Entrance fees
✖ Food or drink
✖ Gratuities
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Day 8 - Salzburg ⇨ Munich
After breakfast Transfer to Munich, (Approx 1h 45 min /150 km).
Overnight at Munich hotel.
Here are some ideas: the Olympic Stadium with its amazing “hanging roof” than
continue along the imposing Ludwigstrasse past the university and Victory Arch into the
heart of the city. At the Marienplatz, crowds gather outside the soaring neo-gothic Town
Hall to watch the colorful Glockenspiel.

Day 9 - Munich
After Breakfast go for Munich: Private and personalized experience: see Munich with a local guide.
Feel free to choose the most interesting sights to you. And experience the most interesting historic
sights including,
- The open square that is Marienplatz (Admission free)
- The Englischer Garten (Admission free)
- Olympic tower (10 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price).
After meeting your guide at your accommodation you'll begin your city tour. This Experience in Munich
gives you the freedom to create a personalized experience according to your schedule. Whether you
have 2 hours, half a day or a full 8 hours you will enjoy your tour with a local host and guide.Based on
your choices we will create your customized private tour, And we can recommend an itinerary to help
you discover the unique city.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔2, 4, 6 or 8 hours with your host - Pick your preferred duration when booking!
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience (if required, a Private vehicle can be
arranged with extra fees ).
✔Hotel meet-up (available on request for central location).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.
✖ Gratuities.

Day 10 - Munich
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Ingolstadt Village, Viktualienmarkt, Kunsthalle Munich, Galeria
Kaufhof,Oberpollinger, Riem Arcaden and Olympia Einkaufszentrum.
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Day 11- Munich
After breakfast ( Our driver will Meet you and transfer you to Munich Airport.
End of services in Vienna.
Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.

Vienna Optional Tours
➢ Private Tour of Melk Hallstatt and Salzburg from Vienna - Sound of Music

➢ Vienna: Evening Concert and Dinner at Schönbrunn Palace
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➢ Private Day Trip to Budapest from Vienna

➢ Private Full Day Trip to Prague from Vienna
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➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Salzburg Optional Tours
➢ Salzburg: Full-Day Private City & Lake District Tour

➢ Private Bavarian Mountain Tour
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➢ Hallstatt: Private, Customized Full-Day Tour

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Munich Optional Tours
➢ From Munich: Herrenchiemsee Palace and Boat Trip Day-Tour
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➢ Zugspitze, Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Chocolate Tour from Munich

➢ Munich: Nyphemburg Palace Private Tour

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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CHARMING GERMANY AND FRANCE
ITINERARY

Destinations

No. Of Nights

Munich

3

Stuttgart

2

Rust

2

Colmar

1

Strasbourg

2

Tour Duration

10 Nights

Stuttgart, capital of southwest Germany’s Baden-Württemberg state, is known as museums.
The city's filled with greenspaces, which wrap around its center. Popular parks include the
Schlossgarten, Rosensteinpark and Killesbergpark. Wilhelma, one of the largest zoos and
botanical gardens in Europe, is just northeast of Rosenstein Castle.Rust is a town in the

district of Ortenau in Baden-Württemberg in Germany. It is also the home of the famous
theme park Europa-Park. Colmar is renowned for its well-preserved old town, its
numerous architectural landmarks, and its museums, among which is the Unterlinden
Museum, which houses the Isenheim Altarpiece.Strasbourg boasts charming
half-timbered houses, cobbled squares and one of the largest medieval quarters in
Europe. Even its cuisine is an interesting blend of German and French influences.
Strasbourg is located on the border of both countries and over the years, it has ping
ponged back and forth between German and French control.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Munich -Stuttgart - Rust- Colmar - Strasbourg

Day 1 - Munich
Arrival at Munich Airport. (Our driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your
luggage into the vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
After check-In & Overnight at the hotel of your choice, you can start discovering the City at your
own pace..
Here are some ideas: the Olympic Stadium with its amazing “hanging roof” than
continue along the imposing Ludwigstrasse past the university and Victory Arch into the
heart of the city. At the Marienplatz, crowds gather outside the soaring neo-gothic Town
Hall to watch the colorful Glockenspiel.
Stay Overnight in Munich (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 2 - Munich
After Breakfast go for Munich: Private and personalized experience: see Munich with a
local guide.
Feel free to choose the most interesting sights to you. And experience the most interesting
historic sights including,
- The open square that is Marienplatz (Admission free)
- The Englischer Garten (Admission free)
- Olympic tower (10 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price).
After meeting your guide at your accommodation you'll begin your city tour. This Experience in
Munich gives you the freedom to create a personalized experience according to your schedule.
Whether you have 2 hours, half a day or a full 8 hours you will enjoy your tour with a local host
and guide.Based on your choices we will create your customized private tour, And we can
recommend an itinerary to help you discover the unique city.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔2, 4, 6 or 8 hours with your host - Pick your preferred duration when booking!
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience (if required, a Private vehicle can
be arranged with extra fees ).
✔Hotel meet-up (available on request for central location).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.
✖ Gratuities.

Day 3 - Munich
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Ingolstadt Village, Viktualienmarkt, Kunsthalle Munich, Galeria
Kaufhof,Oberpollinger, Riem Arcaden and Olympia Einkaufszentrum.

Day 4 - Munich ⇨ Stuttgart
After breakfast Transfer to Stuttgart, (Approx 2,5 hours/ 240 km).
Overnight at Stuttgart hotel. Here are some outdoor activities to do at your own pace:
Staatsgalerie, Porsche Museum Wilhelma Zoological-Botanical Garden, Killesbergpark
Killesbergturm Schlossplatz & Kunstmuseum Stuttgart.
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Day 5 - Stuttgart
After breakfast go for: Historical Stuttgart: Princely Walking Tour
Discover with your local guide the impressive history of this beautiful city.
- The Old Castle (10,50 EUR Admission fees incl. Audio guide/ Not included in the price).
- The New Palace (10 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price).
In this tour you'll walk through the heart of the city, where the princely history of Stuttgart
becomes alive in an amazing way. Filled with many historical buildings from Stuttgart's past
eras, And the residing nobles and their history. You will get to see some well known examples
of this historical architecture, The huge parks reminiscent of Versailles
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience (if required, a Private vehicle can
be arranged with extra fees ).
✔Hotel meet-up (available on request for central location).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.
✖ Gratuities.
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Day 6 - Stuttgart ⇨ Rust
After breakfast Transfer to Rust, (Approx 2 hours/ 175 km).
Overnight at Rust hotel. Here are some outdoor activities to do at your own pace:

Europa-Park, Water & Amusement Parks. Commedia dell'Arte. Bootsfahrten im
Taubergiessen.

Day 7 - Rust
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Rulantica, Bar Colosseo Europa-Park, Bar "El Circo" Europa-Park,
Taubergiessentour.

Day 8- Rust ⇨ Colmar
After breakfast Transfer to Colmar, (Approx 50 Min/ 56 km).
And then go for: Colmar: Private guided walking tour of the Historical Center
Personalize your own scenic private walking tour, and admire the rich heritage, civil and
religious of the vast pedestrian area of old Colmar, classified "protected area", where you can
see the remarkable city's highlights, accompanied by an expert local guide.
- Church of Saint-Martin (4,50 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- The Adolf House (Free Admission)
- Pfister House (13 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- Maison des Têtes (15 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
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Walking through the Middle Ages to the 18th century, the famous district of the "Petite Venise"
and the Tanneurs district. The famous traditional half-timbered houses of Colmar, the
remarkable bourgeois houses. The history and secrets of this lovely city.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience
(if required, a Private vehicle can be arranged with extra fees ).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.
✖ Gratuities.

Day 09 Colmar ⇨ Strasbourg
After breakfast Transfer to Strasbourg, (Approx 1hour/ 75 km).
Overnight at Strasbourg hotel. Here are some outdoor activities to do at your own pace:
Strasbourg Cathedral, European Parliament, Petite France, Rohan Palace, Saint-Pierre Le
Jeune Church, Place Kléber, Orangerie Park, Gutenberg Square, Place de la République, The
Great Mosque & Christmas Markets.
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Day 10- Strasbourg
After Breakfast go for: Strasbourg: Old District Guided Walking Tour
In this tour you'll discover Strasbourg with your local guide, And learn more about its culture and
the beautiful canals and amazing views. admire the must-see sights of the old town in the
historic heart of the city, La Petite France.
- Strasbourg Cathedral (6.50 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
Walk through the historic heart of the city La Petite France, Where tanners and fishermen used
to live here in the Middle Ages. And learn the history and secrets of this lovely city.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience
(if required, a Private vehicle can be arranged with extra fees ).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.

Day 11- Strasbourg
After breakfast ( Our driver will Meet you and transfer you to Strasbourg Airport.
End of services in Strasbourg.
Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.
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Munich Optional Tours
➢ From Munich: Herrenchiemsee Palace and Boat Trip Day-Tour

➢ Zugspitze, Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Chocolate Tour from Munich

➢ Munich: Nyphemburg Palace Private Tour
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➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Stuttgart Optional Tours
➢ Stuttgart: Magician Show and Dinner

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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GERMAN HIGHLIGHTS
ITINERARY

Germany is a serious pastime and there is no better place to indulge than in Bavaria's capital,
Munich. And no Munich visit would be complete without a walk through the central square of
Marienplatz to see the beautiful town halland the Munich glockenspiel clock. On your Frankfurt
Visit, it is interesting to note that much of the city was destroyed during WWII, However,rather
than reconstruct many other badly affected cities,Frankfurt decided to go modern and it is now a
multifaceted and interesting place to visit in Germany. Dusseldorf is an important commercial
and economic nerve center of Germany, and has been for hundreds of years. Attractions
millions of visitors annually on vacations, holidays and business tours, Dusseldorf is one of
Germany's world travel destinations.
Destinations
No. Of Nights
Munich
3
Frankfurt
2
Cologne
2
Dusseldorf
2
Tour Duration
9 Nights
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Munich - Frankfurt - Cologne - Dusseldorf
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Day 1 - Munich
Arrival at Munich Airport. (Our driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your
luggage into the vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
Check-In & Overnight at the hotel of your choice. (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
Here are some ideas of outdoor activities to do at your own pace.: The Olympic Stadium with its
amazing “hanging roof” then continues along the imposing Ludwigstrasse past the university
and Victory Arch into the heart of the city. At the Marienplatz, crowds gather outside the soaring
neo-gothic Town Hall to watch the colorful Glockenspiel.

Day 2 - Munich
After Breakfast go for Munich: Private and personalized experience: see Munich with a
local guide.
Feel free to choose the most interesting sights to you. And experience the most interesting
historic sights including,
- The open square that is Marienplatz (Admission free)
- The Englischer Garten (Admission free)
- Olympic tower (10 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price).
After meeting your guide at your accommodation you'll begin your city tour. This Experience in
Munich gives you the freedom to create a personalized experience according to your schedule.
Whether you have 2 hours, half a day or a full 8 hours you will enjoy your tour with a local host
and guide.Based on your choices we will create your customized private tour, And we can
recommend an itinerary to help you discover the unique city.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔2, 4, 6 or 8 hours with your host - Pick your preferred duration when booking!
✔A private and personalized experience, Walking experience (if required, a Private vehicle can
be arranged with extra fees).
✔Hotel meet-up (available on request for central location).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Transportation costs.
✖ Gratuities.
Day 3 - Munich
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Ingolstadt Village, Viktualienmarkt, Kunsthalle Munich, Galeria
Kaufhof,Oberpollinger, Riem Arcaden and Olympia Einkaufszentrum.

Day 4 Munich ⇨ Frankfurt
After breakfast Transfer to Frankfurt, (Approx 4 hours /392 km).
Overnight at Frankfurt hotel. Here are some outdoor activities to do at your own pace. :
Palmengarten, Zoo Frankfurt, River Main, Alte Oper, Chinese Garden, MyZeil &
Wertheim Village which is located 50 minutes from Frankfurt and a member of a Collection of
11 global shopping destinations, all offering world-leading brands and exceptional savings.
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Day 5- Frankfurt
After Breakfast go for Strasbourg and Black Forest Day Trip.
Get acquainted with the Black Forest region of Germany and the charming town of Strasbourg
during this full-day tour from Frankfurt. Learn about the mysteries surrounding Lake
Mummelsee, amble through the famous spa town of Baden-Baden and explore Strasbourg at
your leisure.
This private tour ensures a flexible itinerary and personalized attention from your dedicated
guide. Hotel pickup and drop-off available in select locations. Private day trip to Baden-Baden,
Lake Mummelsee, and Strasbourg from Frankfurt Explore the unspoiled Black Forest region in
Baden-Württemberg with a private guide Take a Baden-Baden walking tour and see the famous
Kurhaus Casino Stop for photos at Lake Mummelsee and hear stories about its fabled
mermaids Spend the afternoon in the cosmopolitan town of Strasbourg and enjoy some free
time Enjoy entertaining commentary that’s customized to your interests.
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.
Tour includes:
✔ Hotel pickup and drop-off (select hotels only)
✔ Transport by private vehicle
✔ Private driver/guide
What’s Not Included:
✖ Food and drinks, unless specified
✖ Gratuities
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Day 6 - Frankfurt ⇨ Cologne
After breakfast Transfer to Cologne, (Approx 2 hours /190 km).
Overnight at Cologne. Here are some outdoor activities:Boat riding on the river Rhine, movie
theater in Rheinauhafen, River views from Rheinpark, night-time views from Kennedy
Embankment, Pedal boating in Volksgarten.& Exotic plants at Botanical Garden.

Day 7 - Cologne
After Breakfast go for the Cologne Guided Tour of the Melaten Cemetery.
Discover a place of silence embedded in a beautiful park with incomparable flora and fauna in
the middle of Cologne. Visit the Melaten cemetery and stroll through the complex, which has an
area of over four hundred square meters and around 55,000 gravesites.
Enjoy moments of peace and tranquility during the 2-hour guided tour and experience how close
love, death and suffering as well as art culture are to each other. Learn interesting facts and
curiosities about historical personalities and impressive tombs and monuments and visit the
former "Leprosenanstalt".
➢ Possible for Wheelchair

Tour includes:
✔ Hotel pickup and drop-off (select hotels only)
✔ Guided tour of the cemetery by an expert guide
✔ Cemetery fee
What’s Not Included:
✖ Food and drinks, unless specified
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Day 8 - Cologne ⇨ Dusseldorf
After breakfast Transfer to Dusseldorf, (Approx 40 min /45 km).
Overnight at Dusseldorf hotel. Here are some shopping outlets and outdoor activities to do at
your own pace: Königsallee, Altstadt,Ständehauspark, Aquazoo Löbbecke Museum, Spee'scher
Graben, Rheinturm , Media Harbour.

Day 9 - Dusseldorf
After Breakfast go for a Rivalry tour between Cologne and Düsseldorf, only 21 miles apart, on a
tour through Düsseldorf's Old Town and Media Harbour.
This tour leads you to the most beautiful places in the Old Town of Düsseldorf. The first stop is
in an authentic Brauhaus (brewery) for a tasty dark beer. Continue on to see the Schlossturm,
(old palace tower), the town hall, and the carnival museum.
Your guide will tell you more about the rivalry between Cologne and Düsseldorf and their
different beer, traditions, and mentalities. From the Rhine Tower, Düsseldorf's highest building,
take in an amazing view and maybe even spot the Cologne Cathedral on the horizon.
The last stop is the Media Harbour, an old industrial harbor which is nowadays a stylish quarter
with bars, restaurants, old port buildings, and crazy new architecture. There, in the center of
Düsseldorf, you will be offered a delicious Kölsch in the only Kölsch brewery in town.
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.
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Tour includes:
✔ Entry to the Rhine Tower
✔ Hotel meet-up (available on request for central location).
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.

Day 10 - Dusseldorf
After breakfast ( Our driver will Meet you and transfer you to Düsseldorf Airport.
End of services in Düsseldorf.
Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.

Munich Optional Tours
➢ From Munich: Herrenchiemsee Palace and Boat Trip Day-Tour
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➢ Zugspitze, Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Chocolate Tour from Munich

➢ Munich: Nyphemburg Palace Private Tour

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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Frankfurt Optional Tours
➢ Frankfurt - Excursion to Büdingen (Old Town).

➢ Private Tour: Customizable Rhine Valley Day Trip from Frankfurt

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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GLAMOROUS ITALY
ITINERARY

Destinations

No. Of Nights

Rome

2

Florence

2

Venice

2

Milan

2

Tour Duration

08 Nights

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Rome - Florence - Venice - Milan
Italy is a European country with a long Mediterranean coastline, and has left a powerful mark on
Western culture and cuisine. Its capital, Rome, is home to the Vatican as well as landmark art
and ancient ruins. Other major cities include Florence, with Renaissance masterpieces such as
Michelangelo’s "David" and Brunelleschi's Duomo; Venice, the city of canals; and Milan, Italy’s
fashion capital.
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Day 1 - Rome
Arrival at Rome Airport. (Our driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your
luggage into the vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: The Colosseum and the Arch of Constantine, The Pantheon, Trevi
Fountain, Centro Storico & the Spanish Steps, Piazza Navona.
Stay Overnight in Rome (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 2 - Rome
After Breakfast go for Rome and Vatican: Private Full–Day Guided Tour.
In this full day tour you’ll discover the most interesting sights in Rome and Vatican city. And
experience the most interesting historic sights including,
- St. Peter's Basilica Vatican city (20 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- Basilica of Saint Paul Vatican city (5 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- The Colosseum/ the Roman Forum / Palatine / Imperial Forums archaeological area
(16 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- The Pantheon (7 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- The Spanish Steps (Free Admission).
- The Trevi Fountain (Free Admission).
After meeting your guide/ driver at your accommodation you'll begin your city tour. Exploring
The magnificent masterpieces of Roman architecture, And learn their marvelous history.
And you’ll enjoy having lunch of the famous delicious italian food at one of the neighbourhood's
many fine restaurants.
➔ Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔English–speaking driver guide
✔Transportation
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tickets to any attractions.
✖ Gratuities.
Day 3 Rome ⇨ Florence
After breakfast Transfer to , (Approx 3 hours /270 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Palazzo Pitti and Boboli Gardens, Santa Maria Novella, Mercato Centrale
(Florence's Food Market).
Stay Overnight in Florence (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
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Day 4 - Florence
After Breakfast go for Florence: 4-Hour Private Walking Tour Including Uffizi & Accademia
In this tour you’ll explore the city's most iconic landmarks including:
- BAPTISTERY (7 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- The Cathedral (7 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- Giotto's Bell tower (15 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- Signoria Square (Free Admission)
- The Accademia Gallery (20 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- The Uffizi Gallery (24 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
Start your tour with your licenced tour guide After pick-up from your hotel (available from select
city centre hotels), And spend a half day experiencing all the highlights of the unique city
Florence. Learn about the history of the art of this city. And being one of the most outstanding
economic, cultural, political and artistic centres from the late Middle Ages to the Renaissance.
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.

Tour includes:
✔ Guided tour with your professional local licensed guide
✔Reservation for the skip-the-line tickets for the Accademia Museum
✔Guaranteed skip-the-line at the Accademia Museum entrance
✔Walking tour
✔Hotel pickup (selected hotels only)
✔Local taxes
What’s Not Included:
✖ Food and drinks
✖Entrance fees
✖Transportation to/from attractions
✖ Gratuities
Day 5 - Florence ⇨ Venice
After breakfast transfer to Venice, (Approx 2 h 55 min /255 km). After check-In at the hotel of
your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour. Here are some ideas: St. Mark's
Basilica, St. Mark's Square, Palazzo Ducale (Doge's Palace) & Bridge of Sighs, Canale Grande.
Stay Overnight in Florence (02 or 03 nights clients wish).
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Day 6 - Venice
After Breakfast go for the Venice: Private Walking Tour with St. Mark's Square
After meeting your guide in Saint Mark’s Square area, your private tour will begin with:
- Doge's Palace (25 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
- St. Mark's Basilica & Bell tower (18 EUR Admission fees/ Not included in the price)
Your professional guide will take you in a history journey, to explore the special features of this
unique masterpiece of Byzantine art. Experience the art and the glorious past of Venice.
Surrounded by the Basilica’s beautiful marble and the golden mosaics.
➢ Possible for Wheelchair

Tour includes:
✔ Qualified guide
✔Skip-the-line entrance ticket to the Doge’s Palace and Saint Mark’s Basilica
✔Hotel pickup (for accommodation located in the St. Mark’s area)
What’s Not Included:
✖ Food and drinks
✖Hotel pickup for areas located outside the St. Mark’s area
✖Food and drinks
✖Pala D'Oro of the St. Mark's Basilica
✖Treasury and Terrace of the St. Mark's Basilica
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Day 7 - Venice ⇨ Milan
After breakfast Transfer to Milan, (Approx 3 h 10 min /280 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Luxury Shops and Elegant Cafés, Naviglio, CityLife Shopping District,
Opera at Teatro alla Scala.
Stay Overnight in Milan (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 8 - Milan
After Breakfast go for Milan City Tour Leonardo
In this tour your guide will take you to the most iconic symbols of Milan. You will start with a visit
to the Duomo Cathedral, the gothic church with its 135 spires, and the golden statue of the
Madonnina. Piazza della Scala, which is famous with the statue of Leonardo Da Vinci and four
of his pupils. Afterwards you'll go for a walk through the luxury Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II with
the high end fashion brands. At last you'll go on a panoramic bus tour to enjoy the modern
architectures of the Porta Nuova district, And visit the glorious church of Santa Maria delle
Grazie, to watch Leonardo's masterpiece, 'The Last Supper'.
➢ Possible for Wheelchair.
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Tour includes:
✔Luxury coach transportation
✔Professional tour guide with earphone set
✔Skip-the-line ticket to Duomo cathedral
✔Entrance ticket to La Scala museum and theater
✔Reserved ticket for 'The Last Supper'
What’s Not Included
✖ Food and drinks.
✖Tips
Day 09 - Milan
After breakfast Our driver will Meet you and transfer you to Milan Airport.
End of services in Milan.
Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.

Rome Optional Tours
➢ All Rome In 1 Day - WOW TOUR - Luxury Car, Guide, Entrance Tickets, Lunch incl.

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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Florence Optional Tours
➢ From Florence to Siena - San Gimignano & Pisa by private minivan

➢ Private tour from Florence THE BEST OF TUSCANY

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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Venice Optional Tours
➢ Private Excursion by Motorboat to the Islands of Murano, Burano and Torcello

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Milan Optional Tours
➢ Lake Como, St. Moritz and Bernina Express Day Trip

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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GRAND TOUR OF SPAIN
ITINERARY

Destinations

No. Of Nights

Madrid

3

Seville

2

Cordoba

1

Valencia

2

Barcelona

3

Tour Duration

11 Nights

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Madrid- Seville- Cordoba- Valencia-Barcelona
Spain's capital , Madrid, is crammed with fascinating museums and is home to one of the
world's greatest art galleries, the Prado Museum. Art and culture are central to Madrid lives,
Barcelona, Spain's largest city, soaks up the cosmopolitan momentum of daily life as you marvel
at the fantastically unique Barcelona has to offer. Sunny Seville is often described as the most
Spanish of all Spanish cities. A tour of Spain showcases the diversity and magic of this
globally-adored country in Valencia, the beautiful floral city of cordoba with the largest number
of UNESCO World Heritage sites in the world, The wealth of treasures and historical places in
Spain await your discovery at almost every turn.
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Day 1 - Madrid
Arrival at Madrid Airport. (Our driver will meet you in the arrivals hall exit and then load your
luggage into the vehicle and transfer you to your hotel).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Prado Museum, Buen Retiro Park and the Crystal Palace, Royal Palace
and Gardens and visit Fuente de Cibeles and Prado Museum.
Stay Overnight in Rome (03 or 02 nights according to clients wish).

Day 2 - Madrid
After Breakfast go for a Private Customized Madrid city Tour with a Local Host.
Discover Madrid through the eyes of a local on a customized private walking tour. Meet at your
hotel Alternatively, meet at a centrally located landmark and get an insight into life in the city
from a local who is passionate about their city and eager to share all the tips and tricks to help
you make the most of your stay. The right host will be hand-picked for you based on your
interests and each tour is completely unique to you. Choose the meeting point, start time and
length that you prefer.
Possible for Wheelchair
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Tour includes:
✔English–speaking driver guide.
✔private walking tour.
What’s Not Included
✖ Gratuities.Entrance fees
✖ Personal expenses
✖ Tips and gratuities
✖ Optional activity costs
✖ Meals and drinks
✖ Transportation around the city
Day 3 - Madrid
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: Las Rozas Village &prada outlet madrid.

Day 4 Madrid ⇨ Seville
After breakfast Transfer to Seville, (Approx 5 hours /530 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Real Alcazar de Sevilla, Plaza de Espana, Catedral de Sevilla, Barrio
Santa Cruz & Torre Giralda.
Stay Overnight in Seville (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
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Day 5 - Seville
After Breakfast go for a Private Customized Madrid city Tour with a Local Host.
On this compact walking tour, experience some of Seville's historic highlights without wasting
your whole day on a tour bus. Visit two of the city's three UNESCO World Heritage Sites, the
Royal Alcázar of Seville and the Cathedral of Seville, and explore them without waiting in line entrance fees are covered by your tour costs. Learn about the city's rich history, from its royal
heritage to the lives of its average citizens, from your small group's guide. Don't miss out on
your guide's commentary: audio systems provided Start your tour with a walk around Seville's
fascinating Santa Cruz quarter

Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔ Local taxes.
✔ Guaranteed to skip the long lines.
✔ Local guide.
✔ Santa Cruz Neighborhood walking tour.
✔ Mandatory tourist audio systems.
What’s Not Included
✖ Hotel pickup and drop-off.
✖ Food and drinks.
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Day 6 Seville ⇨ Cordoba
After breakfast Transfer to Cordoba, (Approx 1.5 hours /133 km).
After check-In at the hotel go for Córdoba: Private city Tour.
You can create the tour that you prefer in Córdoba to visit the monuments that you want and at
the time that you can do it. Your official guide will take you to the most emblematic places of
Córdoba according to your preferences and will tell you all details about the history of the
different places and monuments.
In Córdoba you can visit the Jewish Quarter, Axerquía area, San Bartolomé Chapel, the
Synagogue, Caliphal Baths, Calleja de las Flores, Calleja del pañuelo, Alcázar de los Reyes
Cristianos, and the great Mosque Cathedral. In addition see the most important squares of the
city such ás Plaza de la Corredera, Plaza del Potro, Plaza Capuchinos and many more!

Tour includes:
✔ Professional and official guide
✔ Private tour
What’s Not Included.
✖ Tickets to the monuments
✖ Tour inside of the Mosque Cathedral
Stay Overnight in Cordoba (01 or 02 nights according to clients wish).
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Day 7 - Córdoba⇨ Valencia
After breakfast Transfer to Valencia, (Approx 5.5 hours /523 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Bioparc Valencia, Central Market of Valencia, Ciudad de las Artes y las
Ciencias, Oceanogràfic València & visit Parroquia de San Nicolás de Bari y San Pedro Mártir
Stay Overnight in Valencia (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).

Day 8- Valencia
After Breakfast go for: .Welcome to Valencia: Private Tour with a Local Host
Benefit from pick-up at your hotel in Valencia city center, and discover the best places to eat
and buy groceries in your local neighborhood. Alternatively, meet at a central landmark to start
your walking tour with a local host. Get tips about the easiest ways to get around, learn where to
find hidden gems and much more.
Avail of the inside knowledge of a local resident who is passionate about their city and loves to
meet travelers to share what they love the most. Learn what it’s like to live in Valencia, chat
about cultural differences, hear about local events and much more.
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Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔ Pick-up from your hotel n request
✔ Local guide.
What’s Not Included
✖ Entrance fees.
✖ Food and drinks.
Day 9- Valencia⇨ Barcelona.
After breakfast Transfer to Barcelona, (Approx 3 h 44 min/ 350 km).
After check-In at the hotel of your choice, Discover the city by your own made City tour.
Here are some ideas: Basilica of the Sagrada Familia, Gothic Quarter (Barri Gotic), Casa Batllo,
Palace of Catalan Music, & Casa Milà - La Pedrera
Stay Overnight in Barcelona (02 or 03 nights according to clients wish).
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Day 10 - Barcelona
After Breakfast go for: Welcome to Barcelona: Private Tour with a Local
Make travel as much about the people you meet as the places you see. Get a welcome to
Barcelona from a local eager to share all the tips and tricks to help you make the most of your
stay.
Meet at your accommodation and get familiar with the neighborhood as you learn insider tips
such as the best places to buy groceries and the easiest ways to get around. Alternatively,
arrange to meet at a central landmark or intersection to start your walking tour.

Possible for Wheelchair
Tour includes:
✔ Local guide.
✔ Customized private walking tour
What’s Not Included.
✖ Entrance fees
✖ Food and drinks.
✖ Tips and gratuities
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Day 11- Barcelona
Free day to do shopping and other activities.at your own pace.
Here are some ideas: La Roca Village, SOM Multiespai, The Outlet Born, Custo Barcelona.

Day 12 - Barcelona
After breakfast Our driver will Meet you and transfer you to Barcelona Airport.
End of services in Barcelona.

Package Includes
➔ All Arrival and departure airport transfers on a private basis.
➔ All transfers between cities.
➔ 01 City Tour in each city (if available) as per Itinerary

Not Included
➔ Hotel Accomodations.
➔ Extra transfers & additional admission fees to the sightseeings
➔ Optional tours.
➔ Food or drinks.
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Madrid Optional Tours
➢ .From Madrid: Segovia, Avila and Toledo Three Cities Day Trip

➢ From Madrid:Toledo: Half-Day Tour

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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Seville Optional Tours
➢ .White Villages and Ronda Day Tour from Seville

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Cordoba Optional Tours
➢ Cordoba: Flower Courtyards Walking Tour.

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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Valencia Optional Tours
➢ From Valencia: Albufera Natural Park Bus, Cruise and Lunch.

➢ Valencia Historical Guided Tour with Traditional Meal.

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.

Barcelona Optional Tours
➢ Barcelona: 2-Hour Private Boat Cruise.
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➢ Besalú and Medieval Towns Tour with Hotel Pickup.

➔ All options are Wheelchair accessible.
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